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MAX phases (M = metal, A = A-group element, X = C and/or N) are layered materials, combining metallic and ceramic attributes. They are also parent materials for the two-dimensional (2D) derivative, MXene, realized from selective etching of the A-element. In this work, we present a historical survey of MAX phase alloying to date along with an extensive theoretical investigation of MAX phase alloys (M = Sc, Y, Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, A = Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au, and X = C). We assess both in-plane chemical ordering (in the so-called i-MAX phases) and solid solution. Out of the 2702 compositions, 92 i-MAX and 291 solid solution MAX phases are predicted to be thermodynamically stable. A majority of these have not yet been experimentally reported. In general, i-MAX is favored for a smaller size of A and a large difference in metal size, while solid solution is favored for a larger size of A and with comparable size of the metals. The results thus demonstrate avenues for a prospective and substantial expansion of the MAX phase and MXene chemistries.

Introduction

Alloying of materials by adding one or more elements is driven by the prospect to improve the material’s properties. The first example of a metal alloy can be traced to the Bronze age when copper was alloyed with tin to produce a harder, more durable and useful material.1 Ever since, our continuous demand for materials with improved or new functionalities has been driving the exploration into more complicated multi-component materials. To aid and accelerate our quest for new materials, the utilization of the power of supercomputers is essential and methods such as cluster expansion,2 random crystal structure prediction,3 and evolutionary algorithms4 allow for the exploration of uncharted territories with respect to structure, composition, and properties. Another approach includes elemental substitution in known crystal structures or through solid solution alloying.5–10

The thermodynamic stability of a phase is key when identifying promising novel materials.6,9,11,12 Combined with databases such as the Materials Project and Open Quantum Materials Database,13–15 high-throughput studies of the thermodynamic stability of a phase can be performed with ease. In general, a phase is defined as thermodynamically stable when it is on the convex hull, while a non-stable or metastable phase is above the convex hull.5,9,16,17 With such an approach, information about decomposing phases is accessible for non- or metastable phases only, while stable phases are compared to themselves, i.e., the phase is on the hull. Consequently, no information is given about how stable the material is, and no information is available about possible decomposition products, i.e., competing phases. Such information can provide rational knowledge of high value for synthesis strategies. An alternative approach which provides information about how stable phase i and its decomposing phases are is the comparison between the energy of phase i relative to all other phases within the material system.6,7,18,19 This can be seen as a second convex hull from which phase i is excluded. It is important to note that the distance above the hull for non- or metastable phases is not a direct measure of whether a phase can be synthesized or not. Synthesizability of a material is very much dependent on the thermodynamic synthesis conditions, dynamic processes, and also on the type of material.20,21

In this work, we focus on a family of atomically laminated materials with the general formula $M_n\text{A}_1X_n$ (MAX phase) where M is a transition metal, A is an A-group element, X is C or N, and $n = 1–3$.22–24 MAX phases combine the attributes of both metallics and ceramics, being machinable, with high electrical and thermal conductivities, and thermal shock and oxidation resistant MAX phases are also the parent material for its two-dimensional (2D) derivative, MXene, realized by selective etching of the A-element.25 MXenes have attracted...
wide interest due to their unique advantages of being versatile in terms of chemical composition, which allows for controlled and tailored properties for specific applications. MXenes display properties such as hydrophilicity, high electrical conductivity and volumetric capacitance, making it beneficial for numerous applications including energy storage and electromagnetic interference shielding.26

The families of MAX phases and MXenes have expanded significantly in the last few years, in particular for quaternary MAX phases and their 2D derivatives formed upon alloying, with a breakthrough in the discovery of chemical ordering upon metal alloying.27–29 In 2014, a chemically ordered MAX phase was reported, Cr2TiAlC2,30 displaying out-of-plane order through alternating layers composed of one M element only. This was soon followed by other out-of-plane ordered MAX phases.27,31,32 In 2017, MAX phases with in-plane ordering of M elements of a 2:1 ratio were discovered.28,33 This was the point at which the terms i-MAX and o-MAX phases were introduced, to separate between phases with in-plane and out-of-plane ordering, respectively. Most importantly, the i-MAX phases were shown to realize a MXene with either in-plane or vacancy ordering through the removal of the minority M element together with the A-element. The expansion of the MAX phases has also been demonstrated through complete or partial substitution on the A-site including both traditional A-elements (e.g., Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn)16–38 and non-traditional elements like Cu, Ni, and Au.39–42

Widening and enhancement of the MAX phase and MXene properties require an enlarged palette of compositions. Since MXenes are derived from MAX phases, the composition of the MAX phase will ultimately affect the resulting MXene. The compositional parameter space of MAX phases is large, and only a small fraction has been experimentally realized. Alloying is one way of expanding the compositional space and, in turn, the attainable properties. This has traditionally been realized through the formation of a solid solution upon metal alloying, resulting in MAX phases with disorder on the metal sites.3,43–48 This, in turn, can facilitate the derivation of a solid-solution MXene. A recent example is MXene alloys based on Ti, Nb, and/or V at the M-site, for which the electrical conductivity can be controllably varied over three orders of magnitude at room temperature and six orders of magnitude from 10 to 300 K.49

Recently, we studied metal alloying in quaternary 312 (n = 2) and 413 (n = 3) MAX phases by a systematic exploration of their stability and whether the formation of chemical order (o-MAX) or solid solution is the energetically preferred atomic configuration.50 For 211 (n = 1) MAX phases there are multiple theoretical works exploring metal alloying, however, most studies consider a random distribution of the metals, thus missing the possibility of ordered structures. In reports where structures with chemical order are considered, the models are typically limited to the unit cell, thus missing metal ratios or extended structures comprised of chemical order beyond the original unit cell, e.g., i-MAX phases.7,8,44,45,51 In this work, we focus on metal alloying in 211 MAX phases and systematically investigate the formation of chemical order and solid solution of M′ and M″, where M = Sc, Y, Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, combined with A = Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au, and X = C. We combine a large number of chemically ordered structures with high-throughput thermodynamic phase stability predictions and correlate our results to already synthesized quaternary MAX phases, both chemically ordered and disordered (solid solutions). This facilitates a base from which we propose guidelines for which MAX phase compositions can be expected to be chemically ordered or in solid solution. A comprehensive list including 92 chemically ordered (i-MAX) and 291 solid solution MAX phases, all predicted to be thermodynamically stable, is provided, and synthesis attempts are encouraged. Furthermore, we demonstrate that 0 K thermodynamic stability calculations are reliable by comparison of our results with synthesized phases to date. The contribution from lattice vibrations tends to cancel out at a finite temperature, hence the Gibbs free energy of formation can be approximated by the 0 K formation enthalpy.52,53 However, the contribution from configurational entropy at finite temperatures will be key when comparing chemically ordered and disordered configurations from metal alloying of MAX phases, i.e. for quaternary systems. Our computational approach could further be applied to explore order and disorder in other phases, and to guide experimental work in the quest for new materials.

**Methods**

**Density functional theory calculations**

First-principles calculations are performed with density functional theory (DFT) using Vienna *Ab initio* software package (VASP) version 5.4.1.54–56 The electron exchange and correlation are described by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as parameterized by Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) using the potentials supplied by VASP with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.57–59 PBE potentials for elements considered in this work are listed in ESI Table 7.† Any calculations containing Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, or Ni are spin-polarized with a ferromagnetic (FM) and multiple antiferromagnetic (AFM) alignment possible within the unit cell to capture possible magnetism, with initial magnetic moments of 4μB. Detailed information of magnetic configurations considered for i-MAX can be found in ref. 60. For solid solution MAX phases, we considered FM and three AFMs as illustrated ESI Fig. 1.† It should be noted that this approach will not capture more complex magnetic ordering such as AFM extending beyond the unit cell or non-collinear configurations. For structural relaxation, unit cells are sampled by Brillouin zones integrated by Monkhorst–Pack special k-point sampling, with a density of 0.05 Å⁻¹ and a plane-wave energy cut-off of 400 eV. The convergence criterion for self-consistency is chosen as an energy convergence of 10⁻⁶ eV per atom and force convergence of 10⁻² eV Å⁻¹. Crystal orbital Hamilton population
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(COHP) was retrieved using the LOBSTER code where the calculated band-structure energy is reconstructed into orbital interactions.\textsuperscript{62-65}

Structural search for chemical order and solid solution disorder

To investigate alloying trends within the M-sublattice of $\{M_1,\ldots, M_n\}_{2}AC$, we used a theoretical approach based on the MIT ab initio phase stability (MAPS)\textsuperscript{66} code as implemented in the alloy theoretic automated tool kit (ATAT),\textsuperscript{67} to generate $\sim 1500$ ordered structures. In addition, the modelling of a solid solution by alloying is performed by creating random structures using the special quasi-random structure (SQS) method.\textsuperscript{68} Using the SQS method, correlation functions of a finite unit cell are compared to those of an infinite ideally random system. The purpose of the SQS method is to minimize the difference in the correlation functions between the modelled cell and the ideal system. SQS is considered to give a good approximation to near-randomness in solid solution alloys, as demonstrated for various systems, including MAX phases.\textsuperscript{64,69-71} We have tested that generated SQS supercells with 120 atoms or more give a qualitatively accurate representation and quantitative convergence in terms of calculated formation enthalpies, equilibrium volumes, and lattice parameters.\textsuperscript{73} ESI Fig. 2\textsuperscript{†} shows the short-range order (SRO) parameters of the M sublattice for various supercell sizes, which for an ideal random alloy are equal to zero, and demonstrate that SQS supercells with 120 atoms are a good representative with SRO parameters equal to or close to zero for coordination shells up to 10 Å. The SQS supercells used are illustrated in ESI Fig. 1.\textsuperscript{†}

Stability predictions upon metal alloying

For thermodynamic stability predictions the set of most competing phases, denoted equilibrium simplex, is identified among all competing phases using a linear optimization procedure.\textsuperscript{18,72} This approach has been proven successful in confirming the stability of already synthesized materials as well as predicting the existence of new ones.\textsuperscript{18,43,73-76} The stability of a phase with composition $\{M_1,\ldots, M_n\}_{2}AC$ is quantified in terms of the formation enthalpy, $\Delta H_{\text{fcp}}$, by comparing its energy, $E[\{M_1,\ldots, M_n\}_{2}AC]$, to the energy of the equilibrium simplex, $E(\text{equilibrium simplex})$, at a given composition according to

$$\Delta H_{\text{fcp}} = E[\{M_1,\ldots, M_n\}_{2}AC] - E(\text{equilibrium simplex}).$$

A phase is concluded to be stable when $\Delta H_{\text{fcp}} < 0$ and not stable, or at best metastable for $\Delta H_{\text{fcp}} > 0$.

When $T \neq 0$ K, the contribution of configurational entropy for a disordered distribution of $M'$ and $M''$ on the M sublattice in $\{M_1,\ldots, M_n\}_{2}AC$ will decrease the Gibbs free energy $\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}$ as approximated by

$$\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}[T] = \Delta H_{\text{fcp}} \text{ solid solution} - T \Delta S,$$

where the entropic contribution $\Delta S$, assuming an ideal solution of $M'$ and $M''$ on the M-site, is given by

$$\Delta S = -2k_B[y \ln(y) + (1 - y) \ln(1 - y)],$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $y$ is the concentration of $M''$ on the M-sublattice. Additional temperature effects, such as lattice vibrations, were not considered because this contribution from a phase, significant or not for an individual phase, tends to be cancelled out in the calculated stability.\textsuperscript{52}

MAX phase structures with an i-MAX composition

Ordinary MAX phase structures with an i-MAX composition and where $M'$ and $M''$ are in the same layer and ordered in-plane as in an i-MAX are constructed using Vegard’s law by taking a linear combination of the structural parameters for the constituent end members $M'_2AC$ and $M''_2AC$. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the unit cell and structural parameters are retrieved for the MAX phase structure with an i-MAX chemical order using

$$a_{\text{Vegard}}^{\text{i-MAX}} = 2a(M'_2AC) + a(M''_2AC),$$

$$b_{\text{Vegard}}^{\text{i-MAX}} = 2(a(M'_2AC) + a(M''_2AC)) / \sqrt{3},$$

and

$$c_{\text{Vegard}}^{\text{i-MAX}} = \frac{2c(M'_2AC) + c(M''_2AC)}{3},$$

where $a$ and $b$ represent the in-plane and $c$ out-of-plane lattice parameters.

The internal $z$ coordinate for metal atoms in the cell is generated by

$$z_{\text{Vegard}}^{\text{i-MAX}} = \frac{2z(M'_2AC) + z(M''_2AC)}{3}.$$

Visualization of atomic structures was done using the VESTA code.\textsuperscript{77}

Results and discussion

Herein, we systematically investigate the thermodynamic stability of MAX phases upon metal alloying considering both chemical order and disorder (solid solution). The results presented are divided into three parts; (i) search for low-energy ordered structures, (ii) high-throughput phase stability screening, and (iii) assessment for the identification of formation rules defining preference for chemical order or solid solution.

Search for chemically ordered structures in quaternary MAX phase alloys

For the $M_2AX$ phase, two different types of chemical order have been reported to date. The most common is the solid solution of $M'$ and $M''$ on the M-sublattice (see the complete list in ESI Table 1\textsuperscript{†}) for which Ti, V, and Cr are among the most common metals, see e.g. ref. 31, 49 and 78. More
recently, chemical in-plane order of $M'$ and $M''$ has been reported,\textsuperscript{28,33} coined i-MAX (see the complete list in ESI Table 2†), with a 2 : 1 ratio of $M'$ : $M''$, where $M'$ forms a honeycomb lattice and $M''$ a trigonal lattice extended toward the A-layer. Here, the most common combinations include $M' = \text{Mo, Cr, W}$ and $M'' = \text{Sc, Y}$, with A being Al and Ga.

For quaternary $(M'_{1-x}M''_x)_{2}AX$ MAX phase systems, the compositional phase space is very large even when restricted to metal alloying alone. Here it is justified to critically ask if there are additional chemically ordered structures possible other than the reported i-MAX structure, especially when A is not Al or Ga. We approach this challenging question by starting from the $M_2AX$ phase structure, illustrated in Fig. 2g, combined with the alloy theoretic automated toolkit (ATAT) to create about 1500 chemically ordered quaternary candidate structures for different values of $x$ in $(M'_{1-x}M''_x)_{2}AC$. We initially chose six quaternary systems constituted by A-elements of various size (Cu, Al, and In) combined with $M' + M''$ being Ti + V and Mo + Y. The metal combinations represent systems with small and large differences in the atomic size, motivated by the previous claim that a significant size difference between the two M-elements can facilitate i-MAX formation.\textsuperscript{33,79} For comparison, we also include solid solutions in our analysis. A schematic illustration of a quaternary solid solution MAX phase is represented in Fig. 2h for the 144-atom supercell generated for $x = 1/3$. Note that the supercell structures used to model solid solution still possess an initial $P6_3/mmc$ space group symmetry, despite its non-hexagonal appearance which, as shown in Fig. 2h, is monoclinic-like. This is a result when creating a supercell with optimized correlation functions to model solid solution. For the solid solution phases, we also include contributions from configurational entropy to the Gibbs free energy at a typical synthesis temperature of 2000 K.

Fig. 2a–f show the calculated formation enthalpy for ordered and solid solution candidates for each of the six quaternary systems. Systems with a small difference in the atomic radii between the two M elements, that is $(Ti_{1-x}V_x)_{2}AC$, show a strong preference for solid solution formation (or weak ordering tendencies) at all $x$ values, as concluded from the higher energy of the ordered candidate structures as compared to the solid solution. This is most evident when the largest A-element is In (Fig. 2c). For $A = \text{Al and In}$, a rather small spread in energy is found for the ordered candidates as compared to $A = \text{Cu}$. Note that Cu have a smaller atomic size compared to Al and In.

---

**Fig. 1** Schematic illustration of how to use structural information from two ternary MAX phases, (a) $M'_{2}AC$ and (b) $M''_{2}AC$, to create a structure (c) with the i-MAX in-plane chemical order of $M'$ and $M''$, but with a retained underlying MAX phase structure. In (d) the relaxed i-MAX structure is shown to illustrate how the $M''$ layer is situated closer to the A-layer and the A-layer is turned into a Kagomé-like structure, diverging from the hexagonal structure of the A-layer in (c).
For systems with a large size difference between the two M elements, \( \{M_{0.1-0.1}\}_{2}AC \), the spread in \( \Delta H_{fp} \) is significant for varying \( x \), from 250 meV per atom for In (largest A) to almost 400 meV per atom for Cu (smallest A). In all three systems, the i-MAX structures of both \( C2/c \) and \( Cmcm \) space groups, illustrated in Fig. 2i and j, are identified as the lowest energy structures at \( x = 1/3 \) and \( 2/3 \). Note that both \( C2/c \) and \( Cmcm \) are degenerate in energy which can be related to an equivalent local structure within the \( A\{M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3}\}C \) A layer subunit as discussed in ref. 79 and 80. A closer examination of low-energy candidate structures for \( x \neq 1/3 \) and \( 2/3 \) reveals an i-MAX structure with an intermixing of \( M' \) at \( M'' \) sites, and vice versa, in agreement with the results in ref. 81. A detailed comparison of the in-plane ordered i-MAX structure with the original ternary \( F63/mmc \) MX3 structure (Fig. 2g) can be found in ref. 33. It should also be noted that if, e.g., chemical order was to be investigated at \( x = 0.25, 0.50 \), and 0.75 only in a general \( \{M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3}\}_{2}AX \) system, a possible low-energy structure such as i-MAX would not have been found.

**Thermodynamic stability of quaternary MAX phase alloys**

Next, we take advantage of the confirmed ordered i-MAX structures identified in Fig. 2 and conduct an extensive thermodynamic stability screening based on alloying between metals \( M' \) and \( M'' \) [Sc, Y, Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni] in combination with \( A = Al, Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, Ag, Pt, Au, and X = C \). We consider systems with \( M' \neq M'' \) and \( M' \) or \( M'' \neq A \) resulting in 2702 unique \( \{M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3}\}_{2}AC \) compositions.

The general screening strategy to retrieve a pool of thermodynamically stable candidates with information related to the preference for order or solid solution is based on a stepwise high-throughput procedure. In this strategy, there are three tiers of selection where candidates are selectively filtered as they go down each tier. In this way, the focus is on the most stable systems for which we also consider the more computationally demanding solid solution MAX phase structures.

The first stability criteria include the evaluation of formation energy \( \Delta E_{f} \), i.e., the energy difference of \( \{M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3}\}_{2}AC \) i-MAX with respect to its constituent atoms in their ground-state structures, and this is shown in Fig. 3a. Only those with \( \Delta E_{f} < 0 \) pass to the second tier, corresponding to a total of 2210 compositions (81.8%), evidently a majority of the evaluated phases. The second stability criteria include the comparison of the energy difference between \( \{M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3}\}_{2}AC \) i-MAX and a combination of the identified equilibrium simplex for the two ternary \( M'_{2}AC \) and \( M''_{2}AC \) systems. This is shown in Fig. 3b. 528 phases (19.5%) with \( \Delta H_{cp(ternaries)} < 0 \) are...
passed to the third tier. We also chose to include 655 phases (24.2%) with \( 0 \leq \Delta H_{\text{cp(ternaries)}} < 60 \text{ meV per atom} \), even though they are found to be not stable, or at best metastable. This is motivated by the possibility that a disordered solid solution may be lower in energy as compared to the i-MAX structure, and a temperature of 2000 K corresponds to a configurational entropy contribution of 55 meV per atom when evaluated at \( x = 1/3 \) and 2/3 using eqn (2) and (3). Note that tier 1 could have been excluded by directly applying tier 2. However, the purpose of including tier 1 is to demonstrate that formation energy is a poor stability descriptor considering the transfer of 81.8% to the second tier, eliminating only 18.2% of the identified chemical order or disorder. This can be compared to tier 2 which transfers 1183 phases (43.8%) to tier 3.

In the third tier, we also consider solid solution for the \((M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3})AC\) composition, and perform a complete stability assessment for each quaternary system. Fig. 3c shows \(\Delta H_{\text{cp}}\) for the identified chemical order (or disorder) of the lowest energy. 189 out of the 1183 compositions are stable, \(\Delta H_{\text{cp}} < 0\), while 614 compositions are found within \(0 \leq \Delta H_{\text{cp}} < 60 \text{ meV per atom}\). With these three tiers we have reduced the total number of compositions from 2702 to 803 and it is now feasible to elaborate in more detail on how the calculated stability reflects the experimentally known MAX phases.

Shown in Fig. 3d is a summary of whether chemical order or solid solution is to be preferred for the 803 compositions passing the third tier, as shown in Fig. 3c. Here the calculated stability, represented by the lowest energy out of \(\Delta H_{\text{i-MAX}}\) or \(\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}\) is plotted as a function of the energy difference between chemically ordered i-MAX and disordered MAX, \(\Delta H_{\text{i-MAX}} - \Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}\). Note that \(\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}\) represents the Gibbs free energy for the solid solution MAX phases where the contribution from configurational entropy is estimated at 2000 K. This is motivated by synthesis being performed at \(T > 0 \text{ K}\), typically in the range from 1000 to 1800 °C (1273 to 2073 K) for the MAX phases. The coloring used in Fig. 3d represents the atomic size difference between \(M'\) and \(M''\) (see ESI Table 3†). All reported synthesized i-MAX phases are marked by triangles and MAX with solid solution of \(M'\) and \(M''\) by circles.

Thermodynamically stable i-MAX phases encompass 92 unique combinations and are found in the lower left quadrant of Fig. 3d. This includes 13 synthesized i-MAX phases (ESI Table 2†), all composed of metal atoms with an atomic size \(r_{M'} > r_{M''}\) by at least 0.2 Å. Stable i-MAX phases are mainly represented by \(M' = \text{Sc, V, Cr, Mo, or Mn, } M'' = \text{Sc, Y, or Zr, and A = Al, Ga, or Zn (see Fig. 4)}, \) and there are many prospective i-MAX phases remaining to be experimentally realized. A complete list of chemistries for i-MAX phases predicted stable can be found in ESI Table 4†. Not stable or at best metastable i-MAX phases are shown in the upper left quadrant of Fig. 3d.

All but one of the reported MAX phases with solid solution of \(M'\) and \(M''\) (ESI Table 1†) are theoretically stable and found in the lower right quadrant of Fig. 3d. Here the atomic size difference of \(M'\) and \(M''\) fulfills \(-0.2 \text{ Å} < r_{M'} - r_{M''} < 0.2 \text{ Å}\). There are more than 200 hypothetical MAX phase solid solutions fulfilling these criteria. These stable phases are mainly represented by traditional M and A MAX phase elements, with \(M'\) and \(M''\) from groups 4 and 5 (Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta) combined with A from groups 13 and 14 (Al, Ga, In, Ge, Sn), as shown in Fig. 4. A complete list of chemistries for identified...
stable solid solution MAX phases is found in ESI Table 5,† demonstrating that there are many phases remaining to be discovered experimentally. The upper right quadrant represents metastable solid solution MAX phases including the only experimentally realized solid solution MAX phase not found stable, (Cr0.67Mo0.33)2GeC, with \( \Delta G_{\text{solid solution}} = +12 \) meV per atom. Here it should be noted that the reported composition in ref. 45 is based on the nominal bulk powder ratio used for the synthesis, without any compositional analysis of the resulting sample, which may introduce a significant error bar to the stated composition of the synthesized MAX phase.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that the stability of synthesized phases is accurately predicted from theory, and that there are many stable phases, ordered and disordered, remaining to be synthesized. However, no explicit information about the MAX phase composition is given in the figure. To resolve this, we choose to display the trends in thermodynamic stability using a heat map representation, where \( M' \) and \( M'' \) are listed on the basis of the metal’s periodic group. This is shown in Fig. 5 for \( A = Al \), for the compositions passing the third tier, as shown in Fig. 3c. The background color represents the calculated thermodynamic stability for the chemically ordered/disordered configuration of the lowest energy, with the blue region representing stable phases (\( \Delta H_{\text{cp}} \) or \( \Delta G_{\text{solid solution}} < 0 \)). We also use a symbolic representation to denote the structure of the lowest energy: chemically ordered i-MAX (triangles) and disordered

Fig. 5  Predicted phase stability for \((M'_{2/3}M''_{1/3})_2AlC\) alloys. Calculated formation enthalpy \( \Delta H \) and Gibbs free energy of formation \( \Delta G \) at (a) 0 K and (b) 2000 K. Symbols represent chemical order of lowest energy at given \( M' \) and \( M'' \) with i-MAX represented by black triangles and solid solution MAX by green circles. Experimentally reported phases are marked with open squares for i-MAX (□) and solid solution MAX (□).
Δi-MAX structure with which is found with found stable, except for the solid solution (Cr0.667Mo0.333)2GeC phases, in-plane ordered i-MAX phases and solid solutions are be found in ESI Fig. 4.

Since the synthesis is performed at \( T > 0 \) K, typically in the range from 1000 to 1800 °C (1273 to 2073 K) for MAX phases, the impact of configurational entropy on the free energy of a solid solution \((M'_{0.67}M''_{0.33})_2AC\) needs to be considered, represented by \(\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}\). The heat map shown in Fig. 5b is constructed by comparing \(\Delta H_{\text{sp}}\) of the chemically ordered i-MAX structure with \(\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}}\) of the disordered MAX phase solid solution, with colors and symbols used in line with Fig. 5a. At 2000 K, 23 i-MAX phases are found to be both thermodynamically stable with respect to the competing phases, and also stable against the formation of a solid solution MAX at typical synthesis temperatures. This is corroborated by the reported synthesis of nine i-MAX phases, as indicated by the black squares. Moreover, when going from \( a \) (0 K) to \( b \) (2000 K), the number of stable solid solution MAX phases has increased from 0 to 48. It is important to note that this includes the 20 synthesized MAX phase compositions with solid solution of \( M' \) and \( M'' \), as marked by green squares, see ESI Table 1† for experimentally reported quaternary solid solution MAX phases. Note that neither Co nor Ni belong to a phase found to be stable or close to stable. Similar heat maps for the compositions passing the third tier in Fig. 2c with \( A \neq \text{Al} \) (i.e. \( A = \text{Ga, In, Si, Ge, Sn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, Ag, Pt, and Au} \)) can be found in ESI Fig. 4–15.† All experimentally known MAX phases, in-plane ordered i-MAX phases and solid solutions are found stable, except for the solid solution \((\text{Cr}_{0.667}\text{Mo}_{0.333})_2\text{GeC}\) which is found with \(\Delta G_{\text{solid solution}} = +12 \text{meV per atom} \) (ESI Fig. 7†).

Taking a historical perspective, the first quaternary MAX phases were discovered in the early 1980s, with \( A = \text{Al} \), as shown in Fig. 6. The first solid solution MAX with \( A = \text{In} \) was reported 20 years later in 2002. Discoveries reported in the last 10 years include solid solution MAX phases with the incorporation of new M-elements (Mn) and chemically ordered i-MAX structures. In retrospect, all but one of the synthesized MAX phases are found thermodynamically stable in this work. This lends credibility towards the realization of the many hypothetical phases predicted stable herein, and thus demonstrates avenues for a prospective expansion of MAX compositions.

**Origin of chemical order and disorder in MAX phases**

Understanding why certain metal combinations lead to the formation of chemically ordered i-MAX phases, while others show preference for solid solution, is a fundamental question. In previous works it has been stated that i-MAX formation requires the size difference between \( M' \) and \( M'' \) to be larger than 0.2 Å.33,79 However, this claim was based on a few synthesized and hypothetical i-MAX phases. In this work we considered a large number of compositions spanning known and hypothetical i-MAX phases (in total 2702 unique compositions) which can be used to achieve a deeper insight into when and why order or disorder is expected. We will consider the impact of both size and electronegativity of \( M' \), \( M'' \), and \( A \).

We start by comparing how favorable it is to form an i-MAX structure as compared to retaining the ordinary MAX phase structure with \( M' \) and \( M'' \) in the same layer. Here the MAX phase structure, with an i-MAX composition, is constructed using Vegard’s law by a linear combination of the structural parameters for the constituent end members, \( M'_2\text{AC} \) and \( M''_2\text{AC} \), as specified in eqn (4)–(7). See Fig. 1 for a schematic illustration of how \( M'_2\text{AC} \) and \( M''_2\text{AC} \) are used to construct this phase composed of i-MAX order and composition while still retaining the MAX phase crystal structure. Note that the calculations of this structure are performed as static, i.e., there is no relaxation of the unit cell structure and internal atomic parameters. ESI Fig. 22† shows that no apparent correlation exists.
when comparing the lattice parameters $a$, $b$ and $c$ of the relaxed i-MAX structure and the MAX phase structure generated by using Vegard’s law as a function of atomic size difference of M' and M".

Fig. 7a shows the energy difference between a relaxed i-MAX structure and an i-MAX composition in a MAX phase structure, as a function of atomic size difference of M’ and M". The coloring represents the atomic radius of the A element where blue represents small atoms, like Si, and red represents large atoms, like In. We find that the i-MAX structure is almost exclusively energetically favored, and increasingly so, with a smaller size of A and larger size difference between M’ and M". This is also highly correlated with experimentally known i-MAX phases.

In Fig. 7b we look at the interlayer distance $d_{M'} - d_{M''}$ between M’ and M" layers as a function of the atomic size difference of M’ and M". Here $d_{M'} - d_{M''} < 0$ indicates that M" is closer to the A-layer than M’, and $d_{M'} - d_{M''} > 0$ indicates that M’ is the closest to the A-layer. There is a clear correlation of M" being closer to the A-layer when $r_{M''} < r_{M'}$ and M’ being closer to the A-layer when $r_{M'} > r_{M''}$. Most experimentally known i-MAX phases have $d_{M'} - d_{M''} < -0.35 \text{ Å}$. This will, in turn, result in structural changes within the A-layer as compared to the ordinary MAX phase structure.

To demonstrate the change in the A-layer structure for i-MAX phases as compared to the MAX phase we keep track of two different A-A distances, $b_1$ and $b_2$, see schematic illustrations in Fig. 7d, which corresponds to the nearest and next-nearest A-A distance within the A-layer. Fig. 7c shows the ratio of these distances, $b_2/b_1$, as a function of atomic size difference of M’ and M". A value of 1 corresponds to the hexagonal lattice of A, with $b_1 = b_2$ as in the traditional MAX phase, and a value

---

**Fig. 7** Impact of the atom size on the formation of the i-MAX structure. (a) Calculated energy difference between relaxed i-MAX and MAX phase generated by Vegard’s law structure, (b) interlayer distance between M’ and M" for relaxed i-MAX, and (c) the ratio of the next-nearest and nearest A-A distances within the A-layer, as a function of atomic size difference of M’ and M" for (M’$_{2/3}$M"$_{1/3}$)$_2$AC. Experimentally known i-MAX phases are indicated by black triangles and solid solution MAX phases by green circles. The coloring represents the atomic radius of the A element. Histograms are given for each axis. (d) Representative structures with structural indicators given for various M’, M" and A in the side-view (left panel) and for the A-layer in the top view (right panel). For each structure the atomic size difference $r_{M'} - r_{M''}$, interlayer distance $d_{M'} - d_{M''}$ between M’ and M", and size of A are given. For the A-layer, two representative bond distances are indicated, $b_1$ and $b_2$, which are shown in (c) as the $b_2/b_1$ ratio.
of $\sqrt{3}$ for an ideal Kagomé lattice of A elements. Most experimentally known i-MAX phases have a $b_3/b_1$ ratio close to $\sqrt{3}$. We find that the smaller(larger) the A atom, the smaller(larger) the difference between $M'$ and $M''$ is required for the M" to move closer to the A-layer, which, in turn, will affect the A-layer structure. In other words, a small[large] A atom has more[less] space within the layer and can more[less] easily rearrange from a trigonal layer to a Kagomé-like layer. This is also reflected by the steeper(fatter) gain in energy for increasing the size difference of $M'$ and $M''$ in Fig. 7a. Consequently, for small A atoms (blue in Fig. 7), the i-MAX structure is attainable for smaller differences between $M'$ and $M''$, while for large A atoms (red in Fig. 7) the metal size difference needs to be significantly larger to promote i-MAX formation. In the same way, for larger A atoms a solid solution would be less dependent on the metal size difference and thus easier to achieve.

The results shown in Fig. 7 thus demonstrate that the previously stated criterion for i-MAX formation, i.e., a size difference between $M'$ and $M''$ is larger than 0.2 Å, is partly true. It is valid for systems with A of a similar size, such as Al and Ga. However, for smaller A, the size difference between $M'$ and $M''$ can be less than 0.2 Å, while for larger A, the size difference between $M'$ and $M''$ needs to be larger than 0.2 Å. The results also show that the formation of solid solution MAX phases with a large A is less sensitive to the size difference of $M'$ and $M''$. The impact of the sizes of $M'$, $M''$, and A on the preferred chemical order/disorder is further validated by the difference in energy between i-MAX and solid solution MAX, as shown in ESI Fig. 17 and 18.

The impact of the electronegativity difference between $M'$ and $M''$ or electronegativity of A does not show the same apparent trends as demonstrated in Fig. 7, see ESI Fig. 19–21. This observation is further corroborated in ESI Fig. 17 and 18 where the energy difference between i-MAX and solid solution is shown as a function of (i) size and (ii) electronegativity difference of $M'$ and $M''$.

**Assessment of the bond strength in stable i-MAX phases**

In Fig. 3 we show that 92 i-MAX phases are predicted to be stable (see ESI Table 4) compared to all competing phases in respective material systems. 13 of these phases have so far been realized experimentally out of which four have been successfully converted into i-MXenes through selective etching of both $M'' = Sc$ or $Y$ and $A = Al$. Theory can be used to assess the 3D to 2D conversion, and to potentially identify new synthetable i-MXenes among herein predicted stable i-MAX phases. The calculations required for such assessment are beyond the scope of the present paper, but a first insight is given through the analysis of the bond strength.

For van der Waals bonded materials, where the interlayer interactions are weak enough for the parent compound to be a good candidate for mechanical exfoliation, theoretical predictions focus on the exfoliation energy as the main descriptor. This is in contrast to layered materials such as MAX phases which do not possess weak interlayer interaction but stronger metal-covalent interlayer interaction which thus hinders mechanical exfoliation. Instead, chemical exfoliation is used for etching the A-layer. In previous work on ternary MAX phases, for example force constant analysis, bond strength analysis, and exfoliation energies have been suggested for judging whether exfoliation into 2D MXene would be possible or not. However, since the exfoliation process used for converting MAX into 2D MXene is a complex dynamical process, additional thermodynamic variables need to be considered. Nonetheless, we here choose to focus on the evaluation of the bond strength of $M'-C$ and $M-A$ since these are representatives of different interlayer interactions in the MAX phase and thus important when going from MAX to MXene. We choose to include i-MAX phases predicted stable in this work (see the list in ESI Table 4) with $M'$ being smaller than $M''$ ($r_{M'} < r_{M''}$). Note that i-MAX phases with a magnetic element (i.e., $M = Mn$, $Fe$, $Co$) have been excluded. This gives a total of 55 i-MAX phases. The chemical bonding was quantitatively analyzed using the crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) methodology with focus on the integrated COHP (ICOHP) up to the Fermi energy over all the atomic orbital interactions between the atoms forming the bonds. COHP has previously been used for the evaluation of the electronic structure and bonding nature in ternary MAX and quaternary i-MAX phases, see e.g. ref. 33, 79 and 87.

Fig. 8a shows the individual bond strength as a function of bond length of $M-C$ and $M-A$ bonds where we intentionally separate $M'$ and $M''$. We have indicated ($M'_{2/3}Sc^{1/3})AlC$ and ($M'_{2/3}Y^{1/3})AlC$, with $M' = Mo$ and $W$, in black and purple, respectively, since these have been successively converted into $Mo_{1.33}C$ and $W_{1.33}C$ i-MXenes. There is a clear correlation indicating increasing bond strength with decreasing bond length, with $M-C$ being stronger than $M-A$, in line with previous work on ternary MAX phases. Furthermore, $M'-C$ is slightly stronger than $M''-C$ while $M'-A$ and $M''-A$ have an overall rather similar and low bond strength. Again, note that data shown in Fig. 8a are for individual bonds and hence do not take into account the bonding coordination or the number of interactions which, as will be demonstrated below, do matter.

A solution to this is shown in Fig. 8b for the contribution (in percentage to the total bond strength) of the $M'–C$, $M''–C$, $M'-A$ and $M''-A$ pairwise interactions, which now incorporate the bonding coordination, with respect to the net (total) integrated bonding within each i-MAX phase. We have grouped the data according to the A-element in the i-MAX phase to highlight that A does matter. Starting with $A = Al$, for which the four i-MXenes have been realized, the calculations reveal that the $M'-C$ contributes significantly more to the total bonding than $M''-C$, $M'-A$ and $M''-A$, i.e., $M'-C$ bonds are much stronger. This indicates why selective etching of $M'-Al$ in ($M'_{2/3}Sc^{1/3})AlC$ and ($M'_{2/3}Y^{1/3})AlC$ is possible when forming $M'_{1.33}C$ i-MXene with $M' = Mo$ and $W$. $M'-C$, $M'-A$ and $M''-A$ all showing similar contribution to the total bonding. Qualitatively similar results are also found for $A = Si$, $Ga$, and $Ge$. When it comes to Zn- and Pd-based i-MAX phases we find a slightly different distribution to the total bonding where $M'-C$ contributes more than $M-A$, in particular when comparing...
M"-C to M"-A and M"-A. This indicates a possibility for selective etching of Zn only in (M'_{2/3}M"_{1/3})ZnC, under carefully chosen conditions, for conversion into a double-metal (M'_{2/3}M"_{1/3})C i-MXene, in line with previous work on (Mo_{2/3}Y_{1/3})C i-MXene.44 Realizing a double-metal i-MXene with possibilities of varying both M' and M" would enhance the property tuning possibilities as compared to M'_{1/3}C i-MXenes with ordered vacancies.

Based on the calculated thermodynamical stability for 2702 phases of an (M'_{2/3}M"_{1/3})AC composition, we show that 92 are stable compared to all competing phases and with preference for being chemically ordered in an i-MAX structure. 13 of these phases have so far been realized experimentally. In addition, another 291 compositions are predicted to be stable, though with a preference for solid solution in the traditional MAX phase structure. 33 of these phases have been synthesized. It should be noted that for this family of materials, i.e., for MAX and i-MAX phases, the calculated thermodynamic stability almost exclusively verifies the stability of already synthesized materials. Furthermore, the phase predicted herein as not stable can have the potential of being stabilized under the applied pressure. We believe this is something worth considering in future work.

The agreement between the calculated thermodynamically stable phases with experimental observations lends credibility towards future realization of here predicted stable, but so far hypothetical, i-MAX and solid solution MAX phases. These can, in turn, provide a large playground not only for the exploration of i-MAX and MAX phase properties but, importantly, for transformation into two-dimensional MXene derivatives through selective etching of the A-layer. The latter has been demonstrated to no longer be restricted to etching of Al, but also Si and Ga.25–28,88,89 Tunability of MXene properties could be extended significantly by alloying of the parent MAX phases, as recently demonstrated for Ti, Nb, and V-based solid-solutions with drastically changed electrical conductivity.49 In addition, selective etching of both A and M" from i-MAX phases has been demonstrated as a prospective path resulting in MXenes with divacancy ordering28,34,35,81 or with double-metal in-plane order as suggested herein. The many i-MAX and solid solution MAX phases predicted stable herein thus give a glimpse of the future of MAX phase alloys from which many MXenes are to be expected.

Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that adding a fourth element to the family of ternary MAX phases through metal alloying allows for stable and novel elemental combinations in materials not yet synthesized, including both chemically ordered i-MAX phases, (M'_{2/3}M"_{1/3})AC, and solid solution MAX phases, (M'_{0.67}M"_{0.33})AC. Our predictions are reliable as demonstrated by the agreement between computed phase stability and already synthesized materials reported in the literature. The work presented here provides trends in stability as a function of alloying metal elements and A-elements. The preference for order or disorder upon metal alloying in MAX phases is dictated both by the size difference of the alloying metal elements and the atomic size of the A elements. Phases with a large size difference of the alloying elements have a preference for the formation of chemically ordered i-MAX phases, while equal or close to equal size of the alloying elements have a preference for the formation of disordered MAX phases. Additionally, a smaller size of A indicates easier formation of i-MAX, while a larger size of A indicates a preference for solid solution MAX phase formation. Altogether, our results provide a plethora of theoretically predicted stable i-MAX and solid solution MAX phases, 92 and 291, respect-
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Adaptively, to be used as guidance for experimental synthesis and in the quest to extend the frontier of the MAX and MXene families.
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